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Great Hall

* = tables to be removed for dancing
WEDDING DIAGRAMS

Great Hall

DJ on stage

Head table for 16

* = tables to be removed for dancing

gifts

fire exit

Class of 1924 Reception Room

servery

elevator

place card
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Great Hall

Band on stage

buffets to be removed for dancing after dinner

reserved

Double-sided buffet

reserved

Double-sided buffet

fire exit

Class of 1924 Reception Room

elevator

cake

gift

servery
WEDDING DIAGRAMS

Great Hall

8 foot table
6ft

cupcakes

ON RISERS

8 foot table
6ft

fire exit

Class of 1924 Reception Room

gifts

elevator

glassware back

8ft

place card

* = tables to be removed for dancing

Seating for 269
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Tripp Commons

* = tables to be removed for dancing

guest book

CAKE

8ft

HT=20

6ft

DJ 6ft

Tripp Deck

service
Tripp Commons

SEATING FOR 120 + HEAD TABLE

* = tables to be removed for dancing

hill's & hors d'oeuvres

bar back

dinner buffet

table settings

servey

place cards
Tripp Commons

SEATING FOR 160 + HEAD TABLE

* = tables to be removed for dancing
Tripp Commons

* tables to be removed for dancing

= Band
15ft x 8ft

Gift

Bar #1

Cake

HT = 14

Trigg Deck

Service
* = reserved for family